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B.A. Hindi
After successful completion of B.A. Hindi students will be able to achieve following
knowledge:Class

Course Outcome

CO1. Interest in Hindi literature increase and became familiar with the various features
of literature
FYBA (G-1)
Hindi
General

CO2. Having emotional development of students through the medium of story, poetry,
poetry, interview sketches etc.
CO3. National Social Responsibility Scientific etc. values got students attention
CO4. Ethical values in the students build faith in national values and social values
CO5. The students became familiar with the creative aspects of the language through
letter writing, translation etc.
CO6. The idea news and imagination power of the students was encouraged through
summary writing essays etc.
CO7. Through sentence purification, the students became aware of the rules of spelling
punctuation

SYBA (G-2)
Story and

CO8. The creative power of students was boosted.
CO1. The students became familiar with the representative story of cars, cars and poets
also, the characteristics of Hindi story and new poetry became familiar with
CO3. Girls got information about the format of Hindi office and business letters

Poetry

CO4. Students terminology term advertisement interview interview report writing etc.

Writing

practical areas of Hindi language familiar with Became

SYBA (S-1)
Development
of Hindi
Language

CO5. Students became familiar with the Hindi word
CO1. The students got information about the definition features of the language and
various forms of language
CO2: The students became familiar with the dialects of Hindi and the major promises of
language development
CO3. The students got the introduction of the constitutional form of Official Language

Hindi and the organizations promoting the national language
CO4. The vision of scientific study of language was created in the students
SYBA (S-2)

CO5. Introduction to the organs of linguistics and branches of linguistics
CO1. Based on different criteria of Hindi novels and dramas, the capacity of reviewing

Novel Drama

in the girls was built up

and Medieval

CO2: The ability of students to taste Hindi novels and dramas has developed

Hindi Poetry

CO3. Girls became familiar with the poetry of medieval saints and devotees

TYBA
(G-3)

CO4. Became familiar with the craft and beauty of literature through literature works
CO1. The students got the introduction of the drama and development of the drama of
Hindi autobiography father and Hindi gallery poem of
CO2. The students got the introduction of the Hindi used in the government office
through the term and abbreviation,

Literature

TYBA(S-3)
History of
Hindi
Literature

CO3. Girls became aware of the method of writing government letter
CO4. Students got acquainted with the art of translating from English to Hindi
CO1. The students became aware of the writing tradition of the history of Hindi
literature
CO2: Representative creator of Hindi literature, his compositions, his importance, State
information was found
CO3. CO4. In the examination of the change of socio-political religious literature and
economic conditions of the modern era. Girls became aware of changes in Hindi

TYBA(S-4)
Indian Poetry

literature
CO1. By the definition of poetry literature, students got information about the purposes
of poetry for poetry along with the form of poetry
CO2: The students got knowledge of the elements of poetry and the power of poetry
and the power of word
CO3. The students came to know about the form and elements of the drama drama
essay with prose differences
CO4. The nature of criticism became familiar with utility and qualities

Class

Course Outcome

CO1. The students became aware of the representative creators of Hindi prose and
poetry
CO2: Introduced in various genres of Hindi literature
CO3. A sense of love and social commitment to the nation developed among the girls
CO4. The students became aware of the quality of successful businessman and

F.Y.B.Com.

entrepreneur
CO5. Ethical values, national values in girls, faith in social values was created

Optional
Paper

CO6. Through the technical terminology, the students got acquainted with the Hindi

Hindi

CO7. Through letter writing, advertisement writing etc., the students have become

words used in commerce and banks
familiar with the creative aspect of language. CO8. Creative power and speech arts
developed
CO9. Built environment towards awareness and faith in students the

